
The Shocking Truth Behind the
Tangled Lives Of William Tecumseh
Sherman
They say history is written by the victors, but what if the victors themselves had a

tumultuous journey throughout their lives? William Tecumseh Sherman, one of the

most prominent figures in American history, led a life full of twists and turns that

have remained largely untangled in the annals of time. This article unearths the

astonishing and captivating aspects of Sherman's life, shedding light on the

enigmatic persona of this renowned military leader.

Early Life and Military Career

Born on February 8, 1820, in Lancaster, Ohio, William Tecumseh Sherman came

from humble beginnings. He attended the United States Military Academy at West

Point, where he graduated sixth in his class in 1840. Sherman's military career

began with his service as a second lieutenant in Florida, Mexico, and California

during the Mexican-American War.

Sherman's military prowess became evident during the American Civil War. His

innovative tactics and strategies played a significant role in several Union

victories, including the capture of Atlanta and the subsequent March to the Sea.

Despite his achievements, Sherman's personal life was far from smooth sailing,

as he struggled with mental health issues and strained relationships with his

family.
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The Mental Demons

Beneath Sherman's fearless and unwavering leadership on the battlefield, he

battled his own personal demons. It is believed that he suffered from what we

now identify as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) due to the traumas he

experienced during the Mexican-American War and the Civil War. His letters and

memoirs reveal his inner struggles, including bouts of depression and anxiety.

Despite these challenges, Sherman's mental health issues did not prevent him

from achieving remarkable military victories. Perhaps it was the intensity of his

internal struggles that fueled his relentless drive for success and his

determination to leave a lasting impact on the American nation.

A Family Fractured

The life of William Tecumseh Sherman was not only complicated by his mental

demons but also by the strained relationships within his family. His marriage to

Ellen Ewing Sherman was marked by numerous separations due to his military

duties, and they had eight children together. The pressure of being frequently

separated from his family took a toll on Sherman and strained his relationship with

his wife and children.
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In an era when family values were held to high standards, Sherman's inability to

provide emotional stability for his family haunted him. Despite these challenges,

his wife and children remained loyal, despite the difficulties they faced as a result

of his military career.

A Controversial Legacy

Sherman's military achievements and unconventional tactics during the Civil War

made him a controversial figure. He is widely remembered for his scorched-earth

policy and the concept of "total war," which involved targeting civilians and

infrastructure to destabilize the enemy. While some hailed him as a brilliant

military strategist, others condemned his brutal tactics.

After the war, Sherman served as Commanding General of the Army and played

a critical role in overseeing the Reconstruction Era. He aimed to integrate the

South back into the Union while protecting the rights of newly freed African

Americans. However, his policies faced significant opposition and controversy.

The Lasting Legacy

William Tecumseh Sherman passed away on February 14, 1891, leaving behind a

complex and tangled legacy. Despite the controversies surrounding his life, his

contributions to the United States military and the shaping of the nation's history

cannot be overlooked. Sherman paved the way for future military leaders and left

an indelible mark on American history.

The tangled lives of William Tecumseh Sherman are a testament to the fact that

extraordinary leaders often bear burdens that are not readily visible to the world.

Understanding these complexities allows us to appreciate the achievements and

challenges faced by those who shape our past and present.
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NATIONAL BESTSELLER • William Tecumseh Sherman was more than just one

of our greatest generals. Fierce Patriot is a bold, revisionist portrait of how this

iconic and enigmatic figure exerted an outsize impact on the American landscape

—and the American character. 

America’s first “celebrity” general, William Tecumseh Sherman was a man of

many faces. Some were exalted in the public eye, others known only to his

intimates. In this bold, revisionist portrait, Robert L. O’Connell captures the man in

full for the first time. From his early exploits in Florida, through his brilliant but

tempestuous generalship during the Civil War, to his postwar career as a key

player in the building of the transcontinental railroad, Sherman was, as O’Connell

puts it, the “human embodiment of Manifest Destiny.” Here is Sherman the

military strategist, a master of logistics with an uncanny grasp of terrain and

brilliant sense of timing. Then there is “Uncle Billy,” Sherman’s public persona, a

charismatic hero to his troops and quotable catnip to the newspaper writers of his

day. Here, too, is the private Sherman, whose appetite for women, parties, and

the high life of the New York theater complicated his already turbulent marriage.

Warrior, family man, American icon, William Tecumseh Sherman has finally found
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a biographer worthy of his protean gifts. A masterful character study whose

myriad insights are leavened with its author’s trademark wit, Fierce Patriot will

stand as the essential book on Sherman for decades to come.

Praise for Fierce Patriot

 

“A superb examination of the many facets of the iconic Union general.”—General

David Petraeus

 

“Sherman’s standing in American history is formidable. . . . It is hard to imagine

any other biography capturing it all in such a concise and enlightening fashion.”—

National Review

 

“A sharply drawn and propulsive march through the tortured psyche of the

man.”—The Wall Street Journal 

“[O’Connell’s] narrative of the March to the Sea is perhaps the best I have ever

read.”—Jonathan Yardley, The Washington Post

 

“A surprising, clever, wise, and powerful book.”—Evan Thomas, author of Ike’s

Bluff
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